Cape Wrath Trail
Durness to Ullapool

In 2000 the club organised its annual Scottish week between Cape Wrath and Ullapool. My memory
is of two mini-buses of members being transported from Inverness to Durness. In those distant days
there was no guide book only Dave Patterson's photo book of a walk from Fort William to Cape
Wrath.
It was time for a return trip.
Armed with the Cicerone guide and Harvey 1:40,000 map a plan was conceived, based around the
Saturday afternoon once a week bus from Inverness to Durness.
We eventually managed to get off the bus at Durness with our sacks, after late running trains and a
bus driver related to Jackie Stewart.
Rather than camp at Durness we picked up some water and walked around the headland, through
the golf course and pitched overlooking the Kyle of
Durness. An amazing night was spent watching the
setting sun, and listening to the roar of the "Durness
Bore" as the tide funnelled into the narrowing estuary.
Sunday morning dawned wet and continued as we
walked the couple of km to Keoldale to catch the
ferry. As we walked on we noticed a mini bus heading
up the track towards the lighthouse..... surely not
ours?
Well it was. None of us had checked the tide times for
our day of travel! Still what better way is there of spending a wet Sunday morning than in a bus stop
waiting for a ferry!

Eventually we did manage to get to the Lighthouse, and
by then the sun was out, turning it into a rather pleasant
afternoon. After obligatory photographs we started our
walk south. Previously Colin had followed the coast
tightly with several steep valleys to cross. This time we
followed the line offered in the guide book on a more
inland route similar to my route all those years ago. We
soon came across a group of three German students
completing the full trail. Little did we know what this
was telling us?
After 10km of undefined path and remarkably dry featureless Scottish moor we arrived at
Strathchailleach Bothy, and pitched on their near flat lawn for the night.

Monday, following the river towards the sea, we hoped to arrive with the tide sufficiently out to
allow us to walk along the beach but it was not to be. As we descended to the beach we chatted to
another group heading to the lighthouse. "Getting popular "we thought.
After absorbing the atmosphere we followed the tourist track out to Blairmore and the road walk on
to Kinlochbervie and Rhiconich. Along the way we stopped for a coffee and Christine popped into
the London Stores for some throat lozenges. Not only did they have some but offered her a selection
in this Aladins Cave of a shop.
Arriving at Rhiconich thoughts started to turn towards finding a pitch for the night. Distant
memories said that it would be difficult, but eventually we found a nice spot on the banks of the
Garbh Allt, the river that we knew we would need to cross using our expensive Poundshop flipflops.
Tuesday morning was a little grey but no rain. First thing flip flops and a calf deep river crossing,
before heading along the loch side path towards Loch Stack.
On arriving at Lock Stack we had two alternative routes. Either continue on and have a short boggy
day to Lone Bothy, or follow the Land Rover Track to Loch Stack Lodge and then the suggested
route around the back of Ben Stack and over Ben Dreavie before finding somewhere to pitch
amongst the lochans on the east ridge.After a lunch stop the rain started. The weather deteriorated
as we climbed Ben "Dreary". We passed pleasantries with some more Germans, and more by luck
than judgement we found the summit and the track off the East Ridge. No descent pitches could be
found so we dropped down an improving track towards Loch an Lethiad Bhuain with its Hydro
electric station at its southern end.
Still finding nowhere to pitch we started thinking that we would have to head down to Glendhu ,
then after Colin disappeared on a pitch exploratory mission a little piece of near bowling green
grass appeared, with running water...... and shelter from the wind. What more could we ask for!
Wednesday dawned dry, and our plan was to drop down to the sea loch, turn east for Glendhu Bothy
for lunch then over the headland before dropping down to the head of Glencoul for the night.
Glendhu Bothy is a pleasant location in the company of two estate buildings. What we did not
expect was it to be so busy. A few Scottish lads were in residence and a couple backpacking the trail
towards Cape Wrath, oh one of them was German!
After an early lunch we set off to find the path over the headland and into Glencoul. Colin and I had
different memories. His was difficulty getting up to the headland; mine was descending the other
side.
We managed to follow a faint path up the one side and after a second lunch at the top an easy
descent down into Glencoul. This time Dutch, Spanish and another German.
We camped in the paddock overlooking the sea loch, with shelter from the wall and later some
Dutch trail walkers heading north arrived and pitched nearby.
We were starting to notice a pattern. The Cape Wrath Trail regarded as the most challenging of
Britain's long distance routes has become very popular with our European neighbours. Something to
do with Brexit perhaps?

Our next two days were to be the most spectacular, towards the highest waterfall on mainland
Britain (Eas a Chual Aluinn, with a drop of over 200m) before heading towards Inchnadamph.
Memories, the map and the guide book all concurred follow the valley past the waterfall until you
reach the next stream/ Climb 100m up the left bank and you will hit a path. Last time the cloud was
low and it was raining, this time it was easy.
With the bulk of the steep ascent now done it was a simple case of following the path, passing
pleasantries with other walkers we were soon on Bealah na-h Uidhe at 625m. Not bad considering
we camped at sea level.
The descent the other side towards Inchnadamph
was easy going and the sun came out. We reached
the valley and turned left up Gleann Dudh looking
for somewhere to pitch, and then a strange "air"
came over us. The river had gone silent. We walked
on a little before dropping down to the limestone
river bed. No water, but you could hear something
on the other bank. Luckily there was a sufficient
source nearby to see us through the night.Later in
the evening Colin went for an amble upstream and
on returning reported that if we had continued a few
hundred meters up the valley there was a great pitch and a fast flowing river. Careful examination of
the map did show that it was a dry bed. The moral of the story- always read and trust your map.
Friday's objective was to cross the Breabag Tarsuinn and camp somewhere on the upper reaches of
the River Oykel. A steep undefined ascent leads us into a "V" notch bealach, before opening out to a
bowl that drained into the Oykel. To our left and 500m above us was Conival and the giant mass of
Ben More.
We walked out onto a spur and admired the view before descending, passing a Dutch woman who
was working as a guide in Austria. She told us that she had the previous week bumped into a myriad
of people doing the TGO, and was determined to return next year to take part.
Crossing the valley bottom we found the path at 300m and gently descended until we found a nice
grassy spot on the side of the river for our nights pitch.
This part of the route was different to our previous encounters. From Inchnadamph heading for
Ullapool you are tempted into the great expanse of nothingness around Canisp, Suilven and Stac
Pollaidh before heading towards the coast and the old Postmans path from Culnacraig. The guide
book and map now take you east to Oykel Bridge before doubling back to Loch an Daimh.
The described route down the glen past Loch Ailsh was fairly uneventful. It was even indicated to
follow the "blue posts" at one point that lead us down to the side of the river following a fisherman
path with a series of huts that would give good shelter if needed.
From Oykel Bridge, in increasing heat we climbed towards the nice little bothy at Duag Bridge
( Old School House) , before finding a pitch for the night which in a couple of weeks time would
have been midge heaven!

We now had two days to get to Ullapool but probably only a day and half walking. Not wanting to
get to the "Big City" too early Colin suggested that we deviate from the route and head down the
Corriemulzie River before turning back over a 400m summit just to have a look at the view. I was a
little sceptical as the Harvey map was covered in those little symbols that mean BOG.
We agreed that if it was a damp underfoot then we would follow the stalkers path over the bealach
instead.
Sunday was another nice day as we set off. We did
our bit to promote diplomatic well being with a
couple of Americans at the Bothy, before ambling on.
The ground was dryer than I expected and we were
soon on top of the 406m top looking down on the
valley that would become our final mornings walking.
Our descent took us to the western end of Lochan
Daimh where after a bit of a struggle we found a pitch
for the night. The big problem was finding flowing
water rather than flattish land.
Later that evening we heard American voices. The
couple we spoke to in the morning must have had a very late start and admitted missing a turn. They
still had a long way to go to Inverlael at the head of Loch Broom across featureless but beautiful
Glen Douchary. The guide book route actually avoids Ullapool.
Later that evening the first few spots of rain were heard on the tent, which continued through the
night. The first real rain we had felt for nearly a week.
We packed on our final morning and followed the track down Glen Achall getting steadily wetter,
but by lunch we were in Tesco's. After lunch in the outdoor shop cafe (recommended) we soon had

the tents pitched and showered ready for a night out on the town!
We had walked nearly 100 miles and climbed 15,000 ft over eight and a half days. We were not out
to break any records but could probably have completed a day earlier, but may not have had the
fantastic pitches we did.
I enjoyed the walk. It brought back memories of the previous Cape Wrath trip and other walks in

the area, but I am glad that I have been there before the trail gets too busy. The bothy network is
getting a lot of use now. I wonder if they can survive the increase traffic.
The nice thing about the Trail is that there is no true defined route (yet). There are no way markings.
Hopefully the alternatives routes suggested in the guide and map will help spread the load, and
surely not everyone will walk the same way up a glen?
Darren

